Update: February 2015

Community Connections
◦ To develop afterschool
programs at all grade levels.
◦ To develop resources and
tools which support student
learning and can be
accessed by parents
including the use of
emerging technology
◦ Support cross-generation
opportunities for
involvement within the
schools for the community

Teaching & Learning






To elevate student proficiency
in writing across all content
areas
To continue to refine our
common curriculum and
teaching practice, encouraging
and sharing innovation in
practice
To embrace new technologies
that enhance learning and
improve our students’ ability
to compete in a global society

UPDATE: There are afterschool programs in all but one of the Union 61 &
TRSD schools. These programs vary based on school and grade level, and
encompass after school child care and recreation, enrichment, home work
support, academic and social clubs and athletics.
There has been an effort to increase Enrichment Opportunities for the last
year. We have new enrichment programs that were started in Brookfield and
Holland. The Jr High continues to explore possible opportunities. All of these
programs have sought parent and/or community involvement.

UPDATE: The TRSD & Union 61 Districts do a great deal of communicating with
parents. The use of Connect Ed, our website, district and school calendars, and
newly instituted twitter accounts all serve as ways we communicate to parents.
TRSD: The Jr High School has piloted Jupiter Grades and the HS has added an
ongoing progress report system for students who need additional progress
monitoring.
All of the principals encourage open communication between families and the
schools.

UPDATE: We publicly post much district information on our website. Our policies and

student handbooks are found on our websites and State student performance data is
also posted via a link to the DESE website.
*3 years ago, we started a “Parent Camp” initiative that occurs in the 5 elementary
districts. We initially invited Title I families, but expanded this year to families of
Special Education students as well. There is also a Kindergarten welcome event that we
do in June.
*We continue to work closely with the TED Foundation to support school based
initiatives and work on community events through a number of our student
organizations.
*We have an active School Volunteer program at many of our sch ools.

UPDATE: A focus remains on writing, and writing is worked on at the various
levels in age appropriate ways. There are common writing prompts and
assessments as well as varied writing projects at TRSD.

At the elementary schools, we are currently reviewing our writing curriculum
and instructional materials and will likely be piloting new methods or programs
during 2016-2017 school year. We have spent this current school year working
with the Elementary Literacy Leaders to investigate best practice and current
writing models.

UPDATE: As the State adopted new curriculum standards in ELA and Math, we have
worked to fully align our own curricula at all grade levels.
Additionally we have worked on updating our HS curriculum guides using the Atlas
Program. We hope to start to expand this work to the MS by the end of the year.
Following a year long pilot at the Elementary Schools, we selected Go Math as our new
math curriculum materials in grade K-6. We are currently piloting Go Math in grade 7,
and we hope to expand the pilot to grade 8 next year.
We offer a number of Teacher Leadership Opportunities at each of the Schools
(Handout)
We have focused much of our PD time on work related to the new Educator Evaluation
system and have worked cooperatively with the Educator Team

UPDATE: We have worked to enhance technology integration in all of our schools. We
have improved wireless capabilities in most of our schools, with continued work being
done this summer
Many of our new curriculum materials (especially at the elementary schools) provide
multiple opportunities for technology integration.
*We have IPAD/tablet pilots and currently integrate them into classroom lessons as we
continue to explore educational uses of these tools.
*We have just established a Technology Leadership Council to help guide the direction
of technology best practice in the District
*Ongoing exploration of new technologies such as 3D printing is occurring in TRSD.
*Technology is used for enhanced communication (website, Connect Ed, Twitter)
*We are exploring new opportunities for online course work at the High School.

